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Farm
Talk

Jerry Webb

Some government wat-
chers, particularly the
journalistic type, take great
pleasure in digging out the
seemingly meaningless
research projects un-
dertaken by die government.

The Department of
Agriculture is quite often the
victim' of some probing
journalist who has spotted a
bit of irrelevant research
that’s costing the poor
taxpayer a few thousand
dollars. We all read these
little gems with great
outrage and contempt for the
stupidity of those
bureaucrats who allow such
foolishness to go on.

mind the other day as I was
reading a Department of
Agriculture report about
research on alcohol in-
jection. It’s a project aimed
at finding a way to burn
alcohol in an internal
combustion engine. Rather
than mixing it with gasoline
to produce gasohol, this
technique uses an injector to
spray wet alcohol, or
aquafaol, into the fuel
chamber.

In today’s fuel minded
economy, you would have to
call this kind of research
very relevant and if it has
any hope at all, very im-
portant. After all, we can
grow a variety of
agricultural crops that can
be converted into alcohol.
And if we can figure out how
to make that alcohol fuel an
internal combustion engme
in a cost effective and
ecologically safe way, then
we have freed some 200
million people from Arabian
bondage.

So nobody’s laughing at
this bit of research and no
probing journalist is talking
about how much money has
been wasted on the project.
But wait a minute - that’s
not the whole story We’re
talking about a research
team that reported its fin-
ding in 1948.

No doubt someresearch is
done in the Department of
Agriculture and in other
places that is a complete
waste of tax dollars. But
maybe some of it is basic
research that involves
acquiring basic knowledge
before any practical ap-
plication can be developed,
and therefore it’s necessary
even though not understood.

Perhaps there’s a parallel
between some of the highly
technical research that goes
on and the games that grown
men play. When you think
about golf or bowling, or
even football, it’s totally
ridiculous what grown men
will do. A probing journalist
can do the same thing with
research titles and carefully
selected words that make a
project appear ridiculous.

That’s when William B.
Roth and James C. Porter,
scientists in USDA’s Peoria
Reseach Laboratory, ap-
plied for a patent on tneir
alcohol-water injector.

This whole line of
reasoning went through my
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Can’t your just imagine
Uie lulctl idcK ui Illicit,it !P
that little project during
those post-World War II
boom years when gasoline
was selling for a tew i ents a
gallon and we were
producing all we needed
right here inthis country 7

But what may have
seemed a waste of tax
dollars in those days turned
out to be about 30 years
ahead of its time.

It was-so far ahead, in fact,
that the patent granted by
the U.S. Patent Office has
expired.

The researchers, having
finished their work, went on
to other things, and must
have wondered over the
years just where they went
wrong. Today, however,
their research is right back
in the mainstream of con-
temporary thinking.

What they did more than
three decades ago provides
some of the knowledge
needed to burn alcohol m an
internal combustion engined

Roth, who still works at
the Peona lab as a chemist,
now points out that the main
advantageof a water-alcohol
injection system over
gasohol is the use of a lower
cost, less gasoline con-
suming system. The even-
tual goal could be to replace
all gasoline in the com-
bustion system andrun on an
alcohol-water mix as the
primary fuel, with gasoline
used onlyto start the engine.

Research is going on all
over the country mto all
kinds of alcohol fuel mixes
and technologies. Com-
panies are springing up to
produce gasohol. Fanners
are making it right on the
farm. And the prospects for
some kinds of alcohol fuel
injection coupled with the
use of gasoline looks
promising. But what could
turn out to be an important
breakthrough must have just
looked silly in 1948.

It’s somewhat satisfyingto
know that both Roth and
Porter, who is now semi-
retired and living m New
Mexico, are still around to

Joint problems in baby pigs
not necessarily nutrition

CHICAGO, 111. - Look for
non-mfectious or infectious
agents as the source of leg
problems m baby pigs,
advised Dr. James D
Hedges, manager of swine
research for Wayne Feed
Division of Allied Mills.
Many tunes, he points out,
the problem is related to
these agents, not to
nutrition.

The non-mfectious
problems can be due to poor
floor surface, poor con-
firmation or inadequate
bone structure related to
genetics.

Injections of hncomycm
can help reduce the in-
cidence of these joint
problems, Hedges says.
Lmcomycm is also the drug
of choice when joint
problems develop in older
hogs.

Hedges recommends
injecting hogs for three
consecutive days at the first
sign of joint problems.
Additional calcium and
phosphorus in these

see their invention become
part of this importantenergy
saving development.
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Historic Coin Offer
INDIAN HEADS
THE LIBERTY
BUFFALO and
THE JEFFERSON
SILVER
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...forSavers
Indian Penny Set

(set of 3)
Like the real American Indian this beautifully designed
com has now faded from our national panorama First
introduced in 1859 the last Indian Penny was minted m
1909 which makes them one of the rarest of American
coins Its value has been increasing steadily and will
continue to do so This set all three with different
dates makes a perfect 91ft of histone investment and
esthetic value

This limited offer of obsolete coins is available with
your minimum one year deposit to Farmers Firsts
Regular Savings Gp Savings* or Regular Certificates of
Deposit* (sorry 6 mo ith and Th 3 year Money Market
certificates and internal funds transfers are not eligible

These sets make great keepsakes interesting gifts and
impressive jewelry but the quantity available is

limited Therefore we can only offer each customer one
sot regardless of the size or number of depositsObsolete Nickel Set

(set of 5)

From 1883 until 1912 the Liberty or V Nickel held
reign In 1913 the Indian Head or Buffalo Nickel be
came the five cent piece for our country A design
change in 1938 gave us the Jefferson Nickel From 1942
to 1945 with nickel being necessary for the war effort
the Jefferson Nickel was made out of silver

Minimum One Year Deposit
NEW & EXISTING ACCOUNTS

$250 $5OO Of more

Indian Penny Set FREE

Obsolete Nickel Set
Here in one set do you find these three types of nickels
no longer being minted Liberty Buffalo Silver All
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situations will not correct improve swine performance,
the problem and will not headds.

BULK BINS
A Good Investment.

We know your bulk feeding problems, and
we know that Read systems can solve them

We stand behind Read quality because Read
engineers design for adaptability, economy and
long-life It makes good sense to invest in strength
and experience

Let us show you Read Reliability.
THOMAS FARM SYSTEMS, INC.

2025 Horseshoe Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
PH: (717) 299-1706

YOUR local Steel Products dealer
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